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Multicultural Faculty and the Challenges they face from Students and Administration: A Multiracial Perspective.

Abstract

The identification of stereotypes and challenges multiracial faculty face from students and administrators, including an examination of ways
o effectively deal with these stereotypes and challenges, and how all faculty of color can work to bring these issues to the forefront and
hange the perceptions of students and administrators.
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Fifty years after Brown, the concept of integration in education still eludes us. Students and
administrators in predominantly white institutions are still having difficulties communicating effectively with multicultural faculty. While
here has been an increa:se in the number of 'brown' faces in higher education, academic institutions have done very little to integrate faculty
of color into the mainstream. More specifically, multiracial faculty members are even more of an anomaly for students and administrators, a
heir mixed ethnic heritage prevents visual and schematic classifications. The concept of multiculturalism in academia is developing beyond
he 'Crayola' approach; it is no longer enough to have one of each color in the academic box of crayons. This trend has caused confusion and
discomfort among university constituents, resulting in greater isolation and segregation of faculty of color at predominantly white
nstitutions.
Because it is so confusing for students and administrators to comfortably classify multiracial faculty, they oftentimes revert back to an 'us
versus them' mindset. Ultimately, it comes down to what multiracial faculty are nQ! instead of what they are: not white. In other words, how
do students and administrators deal with those who classify themselves racially as 'other'? Academia has done a poor job of communicating
with and integrating faculty of color, how can we expect an integration of those who identify with more than one ethnic minority?

t is imperative that students and administrators recognize the explicit and implicit expectations they put on multiracial faculty members,
both in the classroom and in service to their universities. It has gone far beyond 'tokenism' -there is a fundamental error in how race and
mage are interpreted in academia. Most often, administrators believe faculty of color automatically become experts on !ill ethnic minorities,
not just the groups these individuals identify with. Students believe that the actions of faculty of color are indicative of how all ethnic
minorities behave socially, and are even more confused by the fact that
aculty of color typically do not fit their preconceived schemas of what an ethnic minority is. Basically, students and administrators expect
us to bear the brunt of their multicultural issues. They also expect us to come up with a solution.

t is no wonder that there is confusion -it goes far beyond academia. It permeates American society through the mass media: in movies, on
elevision, in advertising, in marketing, etc. Even the US Census is

quite sure how to classify multiracial people. What is it that fascinates us about those boxes we check identifying who we are
ally/ethnically/culturally?

thing is clear: the definition -and complexion -of an American is changing. The booming growth in America's multicultural audiences has
ted many economic and social opportunities (but also
ieties) for mainstream America. With multicultural buying power expected to increase to $10.7 trillion by 2008 (The Selig Center), mainstre
erica can no longer afford to ignore the cultural and economic effects of these very powerful groups.

s panel seeks to stimulate a discussion of challenges and stereotypes multiracial faculty experience from students and administration. I envis
scussion on the concept of multiracial heritage, a
ussion on multicultural trends in the United States, how these multicultural trends have affected higher education, and the identification of
eotypes and challenges multiracial faculty face from
ents and administrators. Finally, I would like this panel to examine (and solicit from the audience)
s to effectively deal with these stereotypes and challenges, and how all faculty of color can work to bring these issues to the forefront and
nge the perceptions of students and administrators in predominantly white institutions.
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